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1. Explain the use of the particle already and write two examples 

2. In what cases do we use the particle yet, write 3 examples. 

3. Translate the phrase “ Los estudiantes ya han desarrollado en taller de preparación para la 

prueba de inglés”. 

4. What is the equivalent in spanish of the next phrase the citizens have already learnt how to 

protect the wild nature”. 

Complete the next phrases with the correct word, base don the Reading “the space race” from the booklet “ 
know now”. 
 
5. In1957, the Soviet Union ________ Sputnik 1 into space. 

6. and thus also __________ the race between the Soviet Union and the United States. 

7. to be the ___________ power in space exploration. 

8. The Soviets____________ to be winning the race to begin with: 

9. they launched more satellites____________ the late 1950s and in 1961 put the first man into 

space, Yuri Gagarin. 

10. In response, the United States increased________ funding for space exploration. 

11. in 1969 ________ landed the US spaceship Apollo 11 on the moon. 

12. astronaut Neil Armstrong (42) the first man to walk on the moon. 

13. By the 1970s, the United States unquestionably__________ the space race, but the costs of 

funding space travel were so huge that the United States and the Soviet Union realised there 

would be advantages to collaborating. 

14. As a result, in 1975 astronauts from both__----------- travelled into space together. 

15. __________ , one astronaut said that the mission showed that the Soviet Union and the United 

States could work successfully together. 

16. . In 2009, a Russian space chief announced that Russia_________ planning a nuclear spaceship 

to be sent to Mars. 

17. In 2010, US president Barack Obama told an audience that by the mid-2030s the United States---

--------- send humans to Mars. 

18.  The race for Mars has ________ begun! 

 
Reading comprehension  
Read the next article and answer the questions 
 
E-garbage 
Nowadays, every home produces electronic garbage (or e-garbage) – old TVs, computers, or cell 

phones we don’t use anymore. However, when we throw these objects away, we probably don’t 
know where they end up. The US journalist and photographer, Peter Essick, decided to follow e-
garbage to several different countries around the world. In particular, Essick discovered that a 



lot of e-garbage goes to Ghana. There, he saw mountains of old computers and other devices in 
the local markets. People resell some of them, but very little equipment works or can be 
repaired. Some e-garbage is used to recycle the parts inside.  

These parts contain small amounts of metals such as copper or sometimes even gold. However, 
the process of recycling is very dangerous for the workers because it produces many toxic 
chemicals. As a result of his travels to investigate what happens to e-garbage, Peter Essick 
thinks that developed countries should stop exporting their e-garbage because it is not good for 
the environment and bad for people’s health. He believes manufacturers need to produce more 
eco-friendly devices in the future. 

 
19. The author suggests that people ignore…. 

20. According to the text, people in Ghana……. 

21. It can be inferred from the text that Peter Essick…… 

22. . The author suggests that people throw away…. 

23. It is inferred from the text that e-garbage……. 

24. The text implies that recycling electronic parts…… 

25. Explain the first conditional and write 2 examples 

26. Explain the second conditional and write 2 examples 

27. Put the next verbs in past participle tense: swim-think-bring-drive 

28. When we use the passive voice the tense of the verbs are in? 

29. Explain the passive voice and write 2 examples 

30. In the passive voice where is placed the main noun? 

 

 


